
In Mondelez we have the privilege to work every day with brands like Lacta, Pavlides, Trident,
Halls, Dentyne, Merenda, Oreo and Philadelphia. Developing the wor ld’s favorite snacks, we’re
passionate about creating delicious moments of joy for people all around the world.
Working at Mondelēz International is all about the power of big - and small.

Why big? Because we’re the world’s leading maker of Chocolate, Biscuits, Candy and Gum.
We’re ranked #1 in chocolate, biscuits and candy, and #2 in gum. What’s more, we employ over
100,000 people worldwide and market products in around 165 countries.

Why small? We go out of our way to hear everyone’s point of view, and develop local roots
wherever we go. It’s this combination of big and small that drives everything we do.

Got a big appetite for success?

Join us in the Top2Top Challengeon November7th 2017 in Pavlides Chocolate Factory!

Pavlides Plant, the first chocolate factory of Greece and one of the most iconic buildings, is
operating for over 150 years in the heart of Athens. The Plant is producing, tons of chocolate
tablets, spreads and countlines for our delicious local brands: Pavlides, Lacta and Merenda.

What is the TOP2TOPEngineering Challenge?
Top2Top aims to discover young, talented people who are ready to explore the magic world of 
Mondelez. For one day, participants will compete in different Business challenges, on various 
Integrated Supply Chain disciplines, experience the making of a chocolate tablet, meet our Senior 
Management Team and get the full grasp of what our company stands for.

The Top candidateswill receive:
•Shortlisted position for future job openings
•Mentorship programs offered by our Senior Managers
•Practical advice and valuable knowledge offered by our HR experts

Have we sparked your craving?
We are looking for graduates who have excelled academically - but not just academically. We’re
looking for graduates who stand out from their peers, who display exceptional talent, enthusiasm
and drive and thrive on hard work.

Requirements:
Engineering degree/diploma from top-notch technical universities
A Master’s degree in Business or Supply Chain will be considered as an asset 
High level of written and spoken English and Greek 
Ability to learn on the fly and self-initiative
Passion for our products
Limited seats available! The final candidates will be selected upon phone interview!

We are accepting applications byOctober 26, 2017 at www.kariera.gr!


